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V393 Hya: A NOVA-LIKE WITH VARIABLE EMISSIONDALL, T.H.; SCHMIDTOBREICK, L.European Southern Observatory, Casilla 19001, Santiago 19, Chile

The Edinburgh-Cape Blue Objet Survey (Kilkenny et al. 1997) lassi�ed the objetEC 10578-2935 as a possible atalysmi variable (CV), a lassi�ation later on�rmedby Sefako et al. (1999). These lassi�ations were based on low resolution spetrograms(100�A/mm dispersion, orresponding to 4�A resolution), and the olorsB�V = �0:01 andU�B = �0:83, whih plaed the objet just below the blak body line in (U�B;B�V ),onsistent with the weak H� and H emission seen in the spetrograms. These fats haveresulted in the GCVS lassi�ation NL: (possible nova-like) under the name V393 Hya(Kazarovets et al. 2003).We have obtained the �rst high-resolution (R�48000) spetrum of EC 10578-2935,using FEROS at the ESO/MPI-2.20m telesope at La Silla, Chile on 2004-01-13 (HJD2453018.84285), during tehnial tests. Standard data redution was performed with MI-DAS inluding bias and at�eld orretion, order extration and wavelength alibration.Finally, a rude ux alibration was performed using a standard star taken several hoursearlier. The spetra have a FWHM resolution of 0.15�A and over the range 3800{9000�A.The S/N in the spetrum is only around 10 over most of the spetral range.

Figure 1. The region around H�, with a two-gaussian �t to the pro�le.
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The spetrum is essentially at and featureless, the only exeption being weak H� inemission, as shown in Fig. 1.The �t in Fig. 1 is a two-gaussian �t, with the gaussians entered at 6560.0�A and6567.0�A respetively. The width of both pro�les is 3.5�A and we measure FWZI � 16�A,resulting in radial veloities of 160 km/s and 740 km/s respetively. These low valuesindiate that the system is seen at low inlination, with the typial double pro�le of thearetion dis barely resolved at our high spetral resolution.Chen et al. (2001) found all Balmer lines in emission, although weak, plus He ii andN iii/C iii. They estimate FWZI � 20�A for the Balmer lines. Our spetrum is ompletelyat and featureless at all these positions, whih partly is due to our low S/N. We establishthe equivalent width for H� as W (H�) = �18�A. For the other Balmer lines as well asfor He ii and the N iii/C iii blend we an only give upper limits to the equivalent widths,assuming the lines have the same shape as H�. We derive W < 14�A for these lines.The system seem to show variable emission when omparing our �ndings with theliterature. Also Chen et al. (2001) �nd that the strength of the Balmer lines hangedbetween their 1990 and 1992 data sets.We �nd that the ontinuum �ts a power law of the type ��2:7, onsistent with a hotaretion disk, as found e.g. for old novae (Shmidtobreik et al., 2004). Together withthe weakness of the emission lines we onlude that V393Hya is a atalysmi variable ofnova-like subtype, showing a hot aretion dis. The unfortunately rather low inlinationunder whih V393Hya is seen, makes it an unpromising objet for time resolved follow{upstudies of the aretion dis.
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